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Day By Day Analysis of Sessions and Events 

 
Thursday 

Event UGA Staff Comments 
Registration 
 

Welcome Center a great launching site and the staff there 
was exceptional. Important that people get to see the 
Windsor Hotel.  Some confusion about checking in, 
luggage, and Quality Inn. 

George Hooks 
 

Great, a classic southern politician, sentimentalist and 
gentleman. His message was a good lead in for the tour.  
Some may have missed the fact that he is such a 
powerhouse in Georgia State politics. 

Trolley Tour 
 

Perfect and dramatic, nice to get out and see something 
that sets the stage for community design issues.  
Knowledgeable staff and Melody’s translation was 
invaluable. 

Exercise One (Cognitive 
Mapping) 
 

Drawing on notebook covers was a clever idea but a little 
risky, however it worked like a charm, we’ll include this in 
future workshops. 

Reception and DK Ruth 
Lecture 
 

Maybe alcohol would have made it less cold and sterile, but 
DK’s message is great, however this is a tough audience to 
have tiny visual images and lots of small English words in 
your slides. Room set-up was awkward but the food and 
hospitality was plentiful!  This lecture was going to be open 
to the whole community but in hindsight, it is a good thing 
that we kept it to participants. 

 
 
Friday 

Event UGA Staff Comments 
Getting Services Panel 
 

Tough slot to have a panel be of much impact.  Should have 
come later in the day.  The participants were not related to 
each other, they could have stood alone as individual 
speakers. 

Jorge Atiles 
 

Relevant and entertaining. Should have had a handout. 

Train to Archery and 
Tour 
 

This was Too cool.  A participatory experience showing 
what good urban design, historic preservation, tourism 
management, and mass transportation looks like. This 
really made the participants happy! 

Jerry Gonzalez 
 

Fiery and emotional, we need to carefully plan when we use 
him to rev everyone up. 

Antonio Ginatta 
 

Good new voice in Georgia and one that we should use 
often.  He is easy to work with, very flexible and his 
message is easy to remember. 

Exercise Two (Logo and 
Slogan and Multi-
cultural Festival) 

Choosing a festival was such a good idea for a Latino 
project. 
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Richard Hawks 
 

Richard’s summary helped many participants put the pieces 
together. 

Maurice Cox 
 

What can be said about this presentation – it became the 
symbol, the glue and the theme of the rest of the workshop.  
A stunning fill-in at the last moment solution. 

Salsa Lessons Should have been part of the agenda.  A good event to help 
in bonding. 

 
 
 
Saturday 

Event UGA Staff Comments 
Mayor Willie Burns He got off topic and there was no getting him back to it. His 

staff should prepare his PowerPoint for him. 
Trip to National Carter 
Center-Plains High 
School 

A good “off agenda” item that was just what was needed.  
The film there is always good. 

Exercise Three 
(Manufactured Housing) 
 

Worked well but the results were alittle odd, more 
information must be given to them to complete this 
exercise. 

Paul Duncan 
 

Tried to sell his programs which didn’t seem very 
appropriate but he did it in Spanish and that was well liked 
by the participants. 

Deborah Gonzales 
 

This session really worked well, a nice break from the more 
meaty topics.  It should have probably come earlier in the 
weekend. 

Final Presentations I wish we had a better place and process for presenting 
their final designs.  It seemed less formal than usual, but 
the solutions were awesome. 

 
 
 
 
Miscellaneous Staff Comments: 
 

 We need to be very conscious of the Spanish language options for translations and summaries 
of sessions and handouts. 

 This group really needed a “this is what you will be doing” session at the very beginning. 
 Speakers who stayed the whole day (or longer) were more engaged with the participants and 

made more contacts and connections. 
 Our local partners were amazing: the music at the final dinner and all of the donated meals 

were top notch.   
 The hotel (Quality Inn) was okay to work with but was not enjoyed by all participants. 
 I feared that changing locations each day might affect the workshop’s cohesion … but it seemed 

not to. 
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• Most and Least Enjoyable Sessions as Rated by the Participants 
Participants were also asked to indicate which workshop speaker was the most and least enjoyable 
to them.  However, as described above, some individuals indicated that more than one or all 
speakers were “Most Enjoyable” or “Least Enjoyable”.  Consequently, it may be easier to interpret 
this question as speakers participants indicated were enjoyable or most enjoyable and speakers 
participants indicated were less or least enjoyable.  Similarly as found regarding helpfulness of 
speakers, Maurice Cox’s session was most often reported as the most enjoyable speaker, while 
Mayor Willie Burns’ session was found to be the least enjoyable.  Table 2 lists the frequency of 
participants’ responses for each of the nine session speakers.   

 

Table 1: Frequency of Participant Responses to Which Session Was Most and Least 
Enjoyable 

 
 

Session Speaker 

% of Participants 
Who Reported This 

Session as 
Enjoyable/Most 

Enjoyable 

% of Participants 
Who Reported 
This Session as 

Less or Least 
Enjoyable 

Senator Hooks & Angela Davis 3 (12%) 2 (8%) 
DK Ruth 1 (4%) 5 (20%) 
Panel of Service Providers 4 (16%) 5 (20%) 
Jorge Atiles 4 (16%) 1 (4%) 
Jerry Gonzales 2 (8%) 1 (4%) 
Antonio Ginatta 5 (20%) 1 (4%) 
Maurice Cox 12 (48%) 0 (0%) 
Mayor Willie Burns 2 (8%) 7 (28%) 
Paul Duncan 10 (40%) 5 (20%) 

 

Workshop Component Ratings 

• Participants’ Rating of the Workshop Components 
The participants were asked to rate components of the workshop on a scale, with 1 indicating 
‘Excellent,’ 2 =‘Good,’ 3=‘Fair,’ and 4= ‘Poor.’  Table 4 illustrates that, on average, all workshop 
components were rated fairly highly by participants. 

Table 4: Participants’ Rating of the Workshop Facilities 

 
Workshop 

Component 

Number 
Responding 
to Question  

% 
Responses 

‘Poor’  

% 
Responses 

‘Fair’  

%  
Responses 

‘Good’  

% 
Responses 
‘Excellent’  

Windsor Hotel 14 0% 14% 36% 50% 
Plains 

Community 
Center 

25 0% 8% 24% 68% 

Plains Boys and 
Girls Club 

25 4% 0% 68% 28% 

Equipment 25 0% 0% 24% 76% 
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Supplies 25 0% 0% 16% 84% 
Meals 24 0% 4% 33% 63% 

Breaks 25 0% 8% 56% 36% 
Accommodations 24 4% 8% 46% 42% 
Field Excursions 25 0% 0% 4% 96% 

 

 

 

 

Overall Workshop Review 

 

• Workshop’s Success 
100% of the participants indicated that overall, the workshop was successful for them.  Table 3 also 
lists frequency of participant responses to the question, “what aspects of the workshop made it 
successful for you?”.  Speakers were most often reported as an important aspect of the workshop’s 
success.  Additionally, 92% of the participants indicated that the workshop covered the materials 
they expected it to. 

 

Table 3: Frequencies of Participants’ Responses to What Made the Workshop Successful 
or Unsuccessful to Them 

 
Element of Workshop 

% of Participants Who Found this 
Element Made the Workshop 

Successful for Them 
Speakers 52% 

Participants 48% 
Content 44% 
Setting 32% 
Format 28% 

Overall Workshop  100% 
 

 

• Future Your Town Workshops 
All of the 25 participants reported they would encourage others to attend a Su Cuidad (Your Town) 
workshop in the future.  Of the current participants, two-thirds of the 21 respondents indicated 
they would pay to attend a future workshop. 
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Budget Analysis 
 
 
 
Food (snacks and Meals)   1935.72 
 
Lodging      7004.55 
 
Graduate Assistant Staff Time  2,500.00 
 
Vans       1568.00 
 
Supplies     3092.00 
 
Honoraria     6250.00 
 
TOTAL                               $22,350.27 
 
 
Source and Donated Items 
 
Georgia Welcome Center (Penny Smith)   gift bags, copying, organization, staff time, door 

prizes 
Sumter County Cooperative Extension Office  reception and donated space and staff time 
Plains Better Hometown Program    final dinner, music and centerpieces 
SAM Shortline Excursion Train    donated the transport to Archery 
Plains City Council and Historic Preservation Commission  

Dinner Friday night and space, bottled water was 
also donated by the City 

College of Family and Consumer Sciences  staff time, a van and fuel, organized the selection 
of participants. 

City of Americus      staff time 
 
 
Speakers and People who worked to make things happen at no cost 
 
President Jimmy Carter 
Jo Childers 
Israel Cortez 
Maurice Cox 
Meda Crenson 
Angela Davis 
Antonio Ginatta 
Jerry Gonzales 
Melanie Grace 

Richard Hawks 
Senator George Hooks 
Joan Mason 
Maria Navarro 
Melody Rodriguez 
Andrea Scarrow 
Stephen Scarrow 
Penny Smith  
Skipper Stipe-Maas 
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Emails and Follow-up 
 
Please see Silvia's email below my response to her.  I am so proud to have been a part of the 
Your Town experience and I know that wonderful life changing things are going to happen.  
 
Silvia -  
 
I am sitting here with the biggest smile on my face.  Everything you are telling me is what I hoped 
would happen from the Your Town experience.  You are a shining example of action and caring.  Please 
do give call me when you come to Athens, but I also want you and the rest of the group along with 
Debbie Wilburn to invite me to visit Hall County.  I expect great things from all of you but what you are 
saying in this email is more than wonderful - it is civic engagement written in capital letters.  I hope you 
don't mind but I am forwarding your email to Pratt, Jorge, Jerry and Antonio. They need to feel as good 
as I do and your email will make them very happy.  Call me soon let us not let things cool down let us 
strike while the irons are hot.   
 
I have such faith in everyone who attended Your Town.  This will be an exciting year. 
Peace, Sharon 
 
---- Original message ---- 
>Date: Mon, 7 Jan 2008 09:18:33 -0800 (PST) 
>From: Silvia Martinez Rodriguez <mtz_silvia@yahoo.com>   
>Subject: Latino Network-Athens   
>To: Sharon Gibson <smsgibs@uga.edu> 
> 
>Hello Sharon, 
> 
>I hope you had a wonderful new year!  
> 
>I am writing you just to give you an update of new 
>beginnings.  I am a member of the Hall County UGA 
>Cooperative Extension Program Development Team.  
>Additionally, I am participating in the 
>Gainesville/Hall County Housing Team, currently they 
>are thinking on how they can link my job to be able to 
>continue my participation with them.  
> 
>Also, I was invited to participate in the Latino 
>Network in Athens.  This group is lead by Adriana 
>Robinson, Cordinador Bilingüe; Child Care Resources & 
>Referral of NEGA at Athens.  Our first meeting will be 
>held in January, 25th at the Child Care Bldg.  She is 
>very motivated and really wants to help the Latino 
>Community.  She wants action, implementation so I will 
>be working closely with her to make an impact on the 
>Latino Community in Athens.  I might give you a call 
>if we need your assistance (since I am participated at 
>Athens because my coworker needs my skills and we 
>always need approval from my Director).    
> 
>I will let you know and will keep in contact.> 
>Thanks for everything!> 
>Silvia 
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----- Original Message -----  
From: Yahnia Rodriguez  
To: pcassity@uga.edu  
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007 10:37 AM 
Subject: Thank you! 
 
Dear Pratt, 
  
I wanted to thank you once more for the opportunity to attend Your Town last weekend.  The experience was 
priceless!  I believe you did a wonderful job organizing the event and all of us came away from it better and more 
informed human beings.  I look forward to hearing about the wonderful effects of this weekend on the communities 
that we live and work in.  I know that you selected a group that is very capable and now we are armed with more 
information and resources to bring about positive changes in our communities. 
  
I also wanted to tell you about a group in the metro Atlanta area, Gwinnett Village Community Alliance, 
www.gwinnettvillagealliance.com, and the Gwinnett Village Community Improvement District (CID), 
www.gwinnettvillage.com.  I think I mentioned this CID to you over the weekend.  The Community Alliance is a 
nonprofit that works alongside the CID to educate and organize the merchants and residents of the CID as well as 
raise funds for different projects.  This CID is unique in many ways—first because of its size (17 square miles), also 
because of its diversity (120 languages spoken within those 17 square miles), number of residents within the CID 
(usually CIDs only encompass commercial property), and the ratio of renters to homeowners (70% in the area rent 
while 30% own—the opposite of average national statistics for any given area). 
  
Yesterday I had the opportunity to meet with Gerald McDowell, Development Director for the Gwinnett Village 
Alliance.  In talking to him, I realized that there may be projects that you and your students may be able to help 
with.  I want to give you his contact information and I want to ask for your permission to give him your contact 
information.  The area of Gwinnett County they are working in as well as the ideas that they have seem really 
wonderful.  However, an expert in designing communities such as yourself is always a valuable resource. 
  
I hope all is well with you.  Hopefully you are enjoying Thailand! 
  
I look forward to keeping in touch with you.  Hopefully, we’ll be able to get together once you’re back in Athens! 
  
Take care, 
  
Yahnia 
  
Yahnia T. Rodriguez 
IDEAS  
Latino Credit Union 
Community Outreach Consultant 
(770) 540-5706 
yahnia@ideasnet.org 
Visit our Workspace! 
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